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The characteristics introduced.ly the twhulence in the process of
the flame propagation are considered. On the lmsis of geometrical and.
dl?nensionalconsiderationsan expression is obtained for the velocity
of the Tlame propagation in a flow of large scale of turbulence. ,.

,!

INTRODUCTION

It has long been a well-kno>m fact that the motion of a gas very
greatly inci”easesthe rate of combustion of the gas mixture. ‘Tilecomb-
ustion of fuel mixtures under -practicalconditions always occurs in a
flow existin~ either befcre the combu~tion (furnaces,internal-combustion
engines) or arising in the process of C(JdUStiOII procem3 as a result of
the propagation of the burning eases (the inflammationof mixtures at
rest in pipes, gas reservoirs, inflsnmation of methane in mines} etc.).
For thi~ reason, i.tis very essential to study the lawsof increase in
the rate of combustion as a function of the properties of the gas flow.

In connection with this problem, it is necessary to distinguish the
effect of the motj.onof’the gas mass with a certain definite velocity
whereby the combustion surfa,ceis expanded and thereby the combustion
rate increased.,from the effect of the turbulent fluctuations, the veloc-
ity irregularitiesof smaller scale.

In,a gas at rest or in a lexinar flow the velocity of propagation of
the flame in a direction perpendicular to the surface of combustion is .
constant. This velocity is denoted as the normal or fundamental flame
velocity; it depends only on the physicochemi.cal~roperties of the mix-
ture$ and does not depend on the mot!on of the gas. The total rate of
combustion, the volume of gas b~ed per unit of time; is equal to the
product of”the’flemearea bythe normal combustion velocity. In a turbu-
lent flow; for example, in a burner or pipe, the combuwtionsurface is
not smooth as in a,laminar flow, but there apyear on it small.disturb-,
antes of’the ftie’front prod’uced”bythe turbulent fluctuations.,,, ,“”

lJour. Tech. Phys. (USSR), wI. XXIX, nos. 9-10, 1943, PP.520-530.
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If there is considered.a sufficiently large surfacae, the dimensions of
which are large in comparison with the scale of turbulence, the rate of
com?)ustionper unit surface will no longer be constant as in the case of
the laminar flow, but will increase and will depend on the velocity of
the fluctuations. In this sense it is as though the normal veloclty of
combustion increased. In this ya~er an attempt will be made to arrive
at a quantitative estimate of this increase.

Qualitatively, the effect of turbulence on combustion has been
hewn for 60 years. Mallard and Le Chatelier (reference 1) wrote in
1883 that turbulence (agitation) increases the heat transfer, increases
the surface of the flame, and forms new centers of inflammation. The
turbulence may increase the velocity of the flame 100 times compared with
its velocity in a medium at rest. The fact that the ignition of slowly
burning mixtures in mines may lead to catastro~hic explosions was ex-
plained by Mallard and Le Chatelier as due to the effect of the turbulence.

Unfortunately, since the publication of the work of Mallard and
Le Chatelier 60 years ago, the concepts with regard to this phenomenon
have undergone no essential change. The authors know of only one work
(reference2) in which an attempt is made at a quantitative approachto
the study of this phenomenon; this work will be discussed in the presen-

“% tation which follows.

Recall the fundamental characteristics of turbulent flow. The lat-
ter is characterized by the degree, scale, and frequency of the turbu-
lence. The degree of turb~le~ce, or simply the turbulence, is quantita-
tively determined by the Karman number K given by

JTwhere v is the mean square value of the fluctuating component of the
velocity, denoted in what follows by V1, and ‘W is the mean velocity
of the flow. The turbulence depends on the geometric dimensions, the
configuration and degree of roughness of the pipe through which the gas
moves, and does not depend on the velocity of the flow and the Reynolds
number Re when the latter is above the critical and the turbulence is
measured at a sufficiently large distance from the entrance or turbulence-
producing screen. This assertion is based on turbulence measurements in
aerodynamic wind tunnels. It poesibly is also valid for chambers of
other shape as the combustion chamber of an engine. Thus the fluctuating
velocity, at least in pipes, incre~see proportionately with the mean flow
velocity.

The scale of turbulence may be determined b? the expression

— -.
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is the coefficient of correlation and x the distance between two points
in the space in which there are simultaneouslymeasured the fluctuating”
com..onents vl and vi. In the”physical sense the scale of ~ur”bulence
is the distance for which there exists a relation between the fluctua-
tions. Rou@lly speaking, it is the distance penetrated by a turbulent
gas element in which the element mixes with those surrounding it. In a
flow there is always observed an entire .~pectrumof scales starting with
the largest.

The freque~cy of the fluctua~ions may be thought of as cofiected
with the scale and the velocity of the fluctuations, and hence is not an
independentmagnitude characterizing the turbulence.

In all cases of combustion in turbulent flow, the most essential
property of the flow as regards combustion is the forced mixing of the
elementary volumes of the ges. The intensity of the turbulent mixing is
determined “bythe coefficient of the turbulent exchange Zvt which has
the dimensions of temperature conductivity, coefficient of diffusion or
of kinematic viscosity.

‘l’heturbulent exchange affects the ‘processof the mixing of air with
the fuel if the latter were not previously mixed. This process, however,
will not be considered in what follows, The combustion of a homogeneous
fuel mixture leaving aside the stage of mixture formation will be consid–
ered:

ELEMENTARY THEORY

In considering combustion in a tiarbulentflow, it is necessary to
compare a magnitude having the dimensions of length and characterizing
the turbulence (i.e., the degree of turbulence) with a magnitude of the
same dimensions characterizing the combustion: namely, the width of the
flame front. On the ratio of the scale of turbulence to the width of
the front of the normal flame depends the nature of the effect of the
turbulence on the speedof propagation of the combustion. TWO cases may
be considered: namely, when the scale is respectively small and large as
compared with the width of the flame front.
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The scale of the turbulence is emall with respect to the width of
the z~ne of normal combustion. “~l~~case was c~s%~d by Damkohler
(reference‘_6r the s’yeedof the turbulent propagation obtained
the relation

f

XT
UT . ~.

x;

where UN is the speed of normal combustion (accordingto Damk&lery

the speed in the laminar flow), XT the coefficient of turbulent ex-

change, and XM the temperature conductivity.

A similar result was arrived at independently by Y. B. Zeldovich
(private communicatio~ to the author). Thi6 type of relation is ob-
tained, since it is assumed that the reaction time j.nthe flame front
is determined by the speed.of the chemical reaction but the process of
mixing in the flame front takes so little time in couq?arisonwith the
reaction time that the mixing time may be neglected. This actually oc-
curs when the scale of fluctuations Z is small in congjarisonwith the
width of the front, and the coefficient of turbulent exchange cannot be
neglected in comparison with the temperature conductivity.

Consider the flame front under these conditions. On figure 1 is
shown schematically the te~erature distribution in the flame. Accord-
ing to the theory of normal flame propagation (refei”ence2) the velocity
of the flame, independent of the mechanism of the reaction} is of the
order of the square root of the temperature conductivity divided by the
reaction time:

. .

/

x
u--

T

The reaction time 7X in the normal flame is determined for a tempera-
ture near the combustion temperature and depends on it according to
the law of Arrhenius:

E/RT
Tx--e

where 7X j.sgiv~n with an accuracy up to a factor having the dimen-

sions of time. /

Let the temperature T at the section B determine the reaction
time. In the case;of the absence of’turbulence the temperature will be
the same at all/p@nts of the section. It is assumed that the same

;’ i:

.- . -... .... ... .. . ........ . .. . .
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temperature dis,tribqtionig also,,establishedig the prq~enceof tywbulent
exch8&e-;” In-that case, at a mean temperature T in section 33 the
temperature at various points of this section will be different; it will

vary approximately from .T- Z & di
toT+Z~. It ia recalledthat t

,.
is the scale of turbulence. The turbulent fluctuations will’bring the
gas into section B from the neighboring layers .includedbetween,see-
tions’ A and C and at a,distzincefrom B equal to.the scale of turbu-
lence. It is evident that the scale of”the elementary areas lying i.n
section B“ the “temperatureof which differs from T will be of,the
order of 22. In such a distribution”ofthe temperature over theeection
the reaction time over the entire section will no longer be determined
by the mean temperature T. Toa rough approximation it,will be,of the
order

E E
——.

(
RT+Z~~+

(
eR T_Zd~~

e , )“
Tx w .— (2)

2

Tc - To
The order of magnitude of the temperature gradient is

k’
where

Tc and TO are the combustion temperature and the initial temperature,
respectively, and A is the width of the flsme front. In the case where

~ dT
~<T Or ~-~c - T$<T, there is obtained on neglecting second-

order quantities

This condition is

Supp&e that

E/RT
‘r -e = Tx

realized if Z< h.

t increases for a constant turbulence excharme coef-
ficient lv~. The temperature distribution and the.gradient dep&d on
Zvt end hence retiin unchanged, snd h likewise does not change.. The

ratio 11A; ‘however,inqreases and in the end Z“= c-et be neglected

in comparison with T. The reaction time in section B for the same
mean temperature T will be determined by the exponential curve

., : . , ,. E . . .. .-----:

TZeB@-~/k(Tc–To)] .“

For come value’of Z it will become so l~ge that an element of the gas
with a temperat~e” T - Z/h (Tc - To) mixes with the neighboring ele-
ments rather than reacts. The combustion will be determined by the rate
of mixing of the element o: gas (with subsequent rapid combustion
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at.a higher temperature and a corresponding concentration””ofreaction ~
products). ,,Forlarge values of “Z liiereforethe determini&,,factor
will be the-mixing time 0$ an order ofmagnitude to 1/+9 “It”mtiYbe “
noted that for constant W:, Z/X increases with Z but the ~paction
time depends on the temperatur~ kxponential~~ and theref’o~e~n~re’ase~
more rapidly.

Thus it may be stated tinatfor scales of turbulence of the order of
the width of the combustion zone the reaction time will tiedetermine?.not
by the s~eed of the reaction at a given section but by the speed of @xiUg
of the elementary volumes of ~ho gas. This is.what constitutes tinenew
factor introduced by the turbulence in the tiechanismof the propagation.

Bearing”in mind ~nat has been said previously, the following resume
may be made. For turbulence of small scale (Zsth), the speed of TroTa-
gation of the turbulent fbine deyends on the ratio of the coefficient of
turbulent exchange to the tenpe~ature conductivity. If it is assumed
that tilemolecular and turbulent (diffusive)flows combine (X= ~T+X ~1)

(la)

Th,e”above’forqulahas the ad’yantagea= com~ared with {1) &hat in the “’
limit for XT= O it gives uT = uN. ..”,..

In a flow of -smallscale of turbulence the flame propagation is
determined by the coefficient of turbulent exchange. Hence, within
certain limits (as long as Z<A) it depends on the scale of turbulence.

For turbulence of large scale, as will be seen later, the scale of
turbulence does not effect the flame speed; the determining factors are
a~~ ,thevelocity of the fluctuations the degree of turbulence and the
Karman number. In the intermediate range (2-A) a trsmsition occurs
when, at least for strong turbulence (V%UN), the mixing being begins to

affect not only the heat transfer (as for small scales) but also the time
of chemical reaction in the flame. Thus are presented the laws of flame
propagation at a small scale of turbulence, and the properties that appear
as the scale increases are showed.

It shotild35 pointed out that the case where the scale of turbulence
is small by comparison with the width of the flame front is rarely met
with in pure form. Under normal conditions for homogeneous gas mixtures
the width of the flame front is of tineorder of 0.1 millimeter. Under
real conditions (gas furnaces, engine combustion chamber) scales of order
of magnitude less than 0.1 millimeter can only accompany larger scales
and occuyy only a certain extreme position in the scale spectrum. However,

- .. ..... ... ,,—,., ,..,-, ,,,,--- , .,-,., ..-, ■l , . . .
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mq immediately on passing to slowly burning mixtures (e.S.,lean mixtures)
the width of’the front may’considerably bxceed the above--mentionedorder
of magnitude, snd the probability of “exietenceof the case di~cussed
incrbaseso ,. ..

Next> consider the case whero the scale of turbulence is large”in ‘.
comptiison with the width of normal combustion zone. An,analysisof this
case in its geneial:form on the basis of dimensionalit~ considerations.
permitted Y. Zeldovich to conclude (Unpublishedwork)
turbulent propagation of the flame does not depend on
lence &N3 can’be represented by a formula of’the type

;hat the “sp&edof,
th~.scale of ?nwbw..,, ,,

where f(uN/v~) i.~s,fl~CtiOn of.the ratio of the velocities to be
determined. In the cssc of large-scale turbu].encethe flame surface is
cuxved. As the velocity of the t’luctuatin~components increases the
curvature increases, and finally the fla.m front be~ins to break away.
At strong turbulence the elementary volumes or gas, both burning and
frosh$ move chaotically with respect to one another. In the flame there
rem.a~n“islands,11centers of unburned mixture, broken off by tinefluctua-
tions into parts and armihilated by the flame. If the effect of the
curvature on the speed of,flame propagation is neglected, the normal
flame speed may bc considmwi as constamt, The surfaccof combustion,
however, increases and herlcoalso the total rate of combustion.

Before determining the speed of turbule& cornbustj.onover the flsme
surface, consider the limiting case of a strong la.r~e-scaleturbulence
when the “combustionzone is “’filledwith islands of “untni%d mixture.

In’figure 2 the space between the sections M Md BB my be COII-

sidered as the reaction zone of the turbulent combustion. In front of
the plane AA is the fresh mixture, and behind the yle,ne BB are the ‘
products of combustion. From A to B the mean concentration over the
cross-sectional areas of the products of combustion increases, and the
concentration of the fresh gas decreases. The distcmce between the
sections may be.considered as the.wi,dthof the.t~~bulentflme ,front.
As was mentioned previousl,y,the speed of the fbme~f,rom,dimension.al
considerations independent of the mechmism of the reaction is a magni-
tude of the order of

,.

In
by
%y

—.
u. @~ (3)

a turbulent flame the part of the temperature conductivity is taken
the coefficient of exchange ?v~ and the part of the reaction time
the mixing time zjv~, and this gives for the velocity:
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Thus the conclusion is reached.: for large turbulence when the velocity
of fluctuation Vr is @ge by comparisonwith the normal velocity ~
(only in this case will the combustion front have a $orm like that in
fig. .?), the velocity of tydnilmt flame propagation is proportional
to tinemean fluctuating veloe!t’tyand does not depend on the chemical
nature of the gas mixture.

The reaction time in a
ent manner. The combustion
determined as

turbulent flame may be computed.in a differ-
time of an elementary volume 23 may be

13
T-.=— (5)

“&suN

where ~#N is the volume rate of combustion, the product of the flsme

area by the normal velocity. It should be taken into account that an
elementary volume with area of the order la on entering the combustion
front is broken up ,intoparts by the fluctuations. The breaking up will
continue as long as the flsme with normal velocity ujy passes over’a
distance equal to the scale of turbulence Zj this time is equal to ~/uN.
During this time the total path traversed with the fluctuating velocity
reaches the value L = Z/uyj v~.

The ratio L/Z shows how many times during the combustion of the
volume 13 the Latter is traversed by fluctuations. Each SU$ traversal
leads to the formation of a new flame area of the order to . The
mean area of combustion of an element 23 will be proportional to the
magnitude

12 v‘/uN (6)

The averaging of this quantity with respect to the combustion time affects
only the constant factor. The time required for burning the volume 73
id found equal to

~3 = z
T- .—. (7)~t

— u~12~N Vt

The same result is h%taizie~;namely, that the combustion tinieis propor-
tional to the mixing time.
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The ease where v’>> UN
turbulence may be appro~ched.

9

has been ~onsidered. The case of small
only geometrically. It is in this manner

that the yroblem is-~onsideredby”&mk”~hler. Rightly seeing the reason
for the”increase in veiocity of combust~otiin”the increaqed”&ea of the
flsme sutiace,he schematicallyrepresents the f- s~faceas consist-::
ing ofconical eurfaces with their bases at r@ht angles to’the directicm
of flame propagation (fig. 3). Takitigthe areas of th6cones”propotitiona’1
to

The
not

Vt he arrives at the expression

considerations of Dqik~~>er are not accurate and for small yt ,me
true. According to Dsmkohler,’the absence of”turbalence (vj=J) leas

to zero velocity of–the flslne. Aitually a relation,like (4) as shown
above is obtained only for strong turbulence vt>~y, and not for.weak

turbulence which is the case considered by Daml;ohler.

Consider this problem more in detail. TM ratio of the speed of
turbulent propagation of the flame to the normal speed will be equal to
the ratio of the lateral area of the figure a (fig. 3) to its base.
The height of’the figure, which is aesumed “* a cone, will be oflthe
order ZVS/UNO For an element of the flame front will be carried away

by the fluctuation from the general flame front only during the time re-
quired for the normal of %.h?eflame to traverse the distance 1. This the
is equal to z/uN. The height of the cone will therefore be of the order
of lv1/uN. The lateral area is

where A end B are nondimensional coefficients of the order of unity.
The rati~ of the velocities

,. u~.,. >=...
UN

For strong turbulence v~ >

of propagation is

Slat-= AL~ l+B(Vr/UN)2 ,: (8)

%ase

~ (equation (8))leadtito the l&@wmrel&tdixi

The absence oj?turbulence .v~= O

TMs gives’the value Al = L. :

For any.turbulence, including
hold

UT Vr

should lead to the conditionuT = UN.

small turbulence, the criterion should

,.—.. —.—
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2
u .. 2

“(~
-.

()
~ 1+-B & ~ !,(9)

,.. ., ,,,, .“u ‘%”. . ““. ..’
. . .,,:, .,.

The value-of the fluctuating component of the velocity is thus.foun~tb
vary hyjtipljo’lical~with the velocity of turbulent fl~e’ p~royagation..,,
(fig. 4). “If’ Vr is replciccxlbythe product of’tileKarmannu?dmr hy
the”meanflow velocity, the formula is obtained, . .

,,

.
(lo)

in which all magnitudes are subject to direc-tmeasurement. .

It is of importance to not~ that in the “finiteexpression (9) or
(@the scale Of turbulence dc%s not enter. Hence, the obtained rela-
iion will be valid Yor any scale, provided the “latterdoes not exceed the
width of the normal combustion front.

,tiOM&PRACTICAL REMARKS

From formula (9).’itfollows that for large ratios vt/ull.(or by

formula (10) KW/uN) unit Y may be neglected under the root sign. The

combustion velocity is then independent of the normal flame “velocityand
therefore of the physiochemical properties of the mixture;”’o,nd”ispro-
portional to the fj~~ctua.ti~lg,vel-ocity.Nor a given value of the latter
(I=ge i.nco~zwiso~ with UIT)different fuels will bum at the same rate.
If the ratio vr/u ~KW/~N) is of the o~der of 1 cw less, the rate of COD
lmstion will depend on U7J. Within increasing flue-lmatin~velocity the’.
rate of combustion increases hyperbolically. For very small v; the
effect of the turbulence may be ne@ected. as a ~econd-order magnitude.
By comyaring vr/uIY with unity, it should be remembered that the value
of B is equal to 1 only in order of ma~itude. 11’urthcruore,it will
“evidentI-ydepend on the structure of the turbulence. FOE example, in
yj~qs with roupjmess of various shapes determining the structure of the
turbulence, different values of B may be expected.

Examination of formula (9) permits drawine the conclusion that if
the velocity of fluctuation is not very lar$je,in comyari.sonwith UN
the effect of’the turbulence on the speed of’propagation,characterized
hy the relative increase in the combustion velocity (UT/UN) will be

greater the slower,the combustion of the mixture of the same composition
at rest. The lower the value of UN the greater the given V? (given

turbulence), the numerical value of the ]:ootin formula (~).

,—...-.— —.-—. - .. . ... ... ........ ..... ,— -.. .- .......- , , , .,, . ......... ........ ..,,,
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This.,e&elusion ie,co@i~d by the published’tests’oti”the effect
of swi.$lifig”s&d:ttibulence on the speed of combustion (re~e.renee3).
Swirli& alwa’ysUore greatly.increasesthe sjeed.of’cornlhistiionofiean”
mdjrichfi’xtures than stochicunetr’icmixture”s. TheJ60ndltiti@ofthe”..
e~er$rnent’do.not permit a quantitative an~lysis”of thbs~.data”:but,:: :
qualit$zt%v~lythey coi?respo~din any caseto’these ‘restits’j!l’b’;evalu-“
ate ‘thePossi%le effect’of~urbulenceon the fl~e’propa~a~~~n”jf~i~ ‘::.
necessary first of all to know the normal speed “of:60~bustii~fi:~h N!:&ridj

of.,’cours~,the speed,of,the .fluctuations,or,,if.tbe turbu.l~nc.e.,.tis:~own
(the l&m& number)j the.mQanfl.o~~velocity., In’table,1,ark,givpnthe u
normalfhne,sp,eedG,for certain fuel--airmixtures’t~kenfrbq,t~e,b”ook
Of Jost (ref’er.enCe4) (the speed,scorrespond “tothe.c,~grpos,~ti,on”d$”the,““”
mixture of maximum combustion rate). As an e~smple,,there are a@o,,”
giventhe mean flow speeds for ~-percent ttrrbulenbe(K.= 0i,05,)j..~he”,
mea.n.fluctuatingsyeed of which is equal to the corresponding~ormal.‘
s,peedaf the flame,

.:’

.

. ..—_.

Fuel

-— —.

Hydrogen

icetyleiie.

Eth~71en9‘“., .’ . .

Propylene,

Methane

n-pentane ‘

n-hex&e

Benzol +’O.’jper-
cent J32

Carbon monoxide + 1.2
percent water

“,’. ,.

Table 1 . . ..

UN “w
(cm/tiec) (m/see

267

131

63

43.5

37.0

35.0

32.0

38.3: .

41.5”

.

,.,

,.
.,.

.,

Ta~le ~’gives ~ indic&tiohof%he”6tid45’of”fl~ speed at>”
percent turbulence when.therq is’i$o’”beti~ecteda“hjpe”rbcjlicdepende-
nce of ~ on W or when this dep”endence.tiy”be”consi”dered as linear.

Thus, for hydrogen-air mlitures of stochiornetric“com~”osition”a‘linear
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dependence (and independence of the Fpeed.of ‘propagationon the normal
flamc”epeed) may be expectedat flow speeds exceediiigapp&oximatel#
seven to eight times tbe speed giving this dependence in @ent.aneor’
benzol ’-air mixtures. For-hydrogen these will be speeds of the order
of hundreds of meters per second; for benzol$ methanej @dxanej” tiexzine,
of the order of tans of mete$rsper second? If the tur?.xzlepcei8in-
creamdtwo times,up to 10 percent, then to attain the same result half
the flow speed would be requ$red, and so forth. ,.

~“e practical independence of the speed of flame propagation on the
,physicochemicalproperties of the fuel in the engine was also observed
PF Marvin (reference 7). Oiifigure 5 are given the curvem of the flame
path against the crank angle degrees obtained.at constant engine gpeed.
The dope of the curves give~ the fbme speed. In the center Part of the
combustion cl%unberwhere tae flame front is sufficiently developed the
flcuuespeed changes little over a large distance of the chs.mber,.and for
various fuels is approximately the same while the noxzualcombustion
speeds of these fuels dtffer considerably from one another (table 1).
Different speeds in the engine are observed only in the initial stage
of the flame propagation.

The results of Marvincan readilybe explained. The velocities of
the fluctuations of the gas @ the engine are large in comparison with
the normal velocities so that the flame propagation is describedby
expression {4),that is, the rate of conbuation is proportional to the
speed of the fluctuation, and does not depend on the normal flame speed.
It is very probable that under the same conditions for hydrogen or
acetylene the speeds would be different. It Is possible that for these
gases the same speed of the fluctuations would not be lsrge by,compari-
SOn with uN. These considerations are in the nature of suppositions
since the true value of the speed of the f~uctuations under the test
conditions of Mervin is not hmown.

The absence of an accelerating effect of the turbulence in the
initial phase of the combustion (well known from the engine Literature)
may from the author’s point of view be explained by the fact that at
the start of combustion when the dmnsions of the fl~e are smaLl in
comparison with the scale of the turbulence the lattetidoee not affect
the rate of combustion. A center of combustion is displaced as a whole
by the fluctuation, ,andits surface therefore does not become branched.
The rate of combustion is detemnined only by the normal flame speed.
In thisway it is assumedthatthe turbulencein the engineis of
relativelyZargescale.

Certainresultsfor comparisonof the theorywith experimentare
givenalsoby otherinvestigationsconductedon engines. !Fhereare,
however,fundamentaldifficulties,in appJyingthe theorypreviously
presented,to combustionin the engine. Considers few of.these,
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first place, with regard to the effect of the ~ot~tional speed
cornlmstionratej it ie not kn6wn whether the Karmem number re-

13

>.- maims constant-when the speedchangesi -This cen-on-3ybe assumed on
analogy with pipes and s’pecialdeterminations of K, for engines are
lacking. In the second place, the true effect of the motion of the
entire mass of the gas in the engine chamber on the combustion rate is
not clear,, ~maybe supposed that owing to the small length and the
strong turbulence-producingeffect of the intake valve, the degree of
turbulence of fiiileflow during intake and then in the chamber will be
very strong, and the pert played by the ~egular motion of the gas is
small● Finally, photographs give the flame speed with respect to the
walls of the chamber and not with respect to the gas, which is of inter-
est in the latter s~eed. In the latter case, however, the picture is
not clear. It uhy, imw’cover,be supposed that rotational.flows are pre-
dominant in the engine. This is indicated, for example, by Marvinrs
photographs in which a curying of the f,lemefront is noted, explained by
the circular motion of the gas in the cylinder head. These considerations
are confirmed also by the fact that generally over a considerable distance
of the combustion chsmber the photographs Qf the flame in the engine show
an only slightly varying flame speed. In the case of the presenceof a
strong flow along the chember (from one end to the other) there should
exist also a return flow. It would then be possible to expect large ir-
regularities in the flame propagation. There is, therefore, some basis
for siipposingthat the principal cause for the increased rate of combus-
tion in the engine is the turbulence and not a mass ?.nove?nentof the gas
in the engine head. In this respect the opinion of engine specialists
may be euscribed to: for example, Bouchard, F. Taylor, and E. Taylor,
who write, “the rapid increase in the maximum combustion rate with ro-
tational speed is due primarily to an increase in the small-scale in cow
trast to the organized motion of the gae tn the engine head but not in
the sense of comparison with the width of the flame front of nornlalcom-
bustion, of higher gas velocities through the intake system.” (See
reference 6.) The a-me authors investigated the dependence of the flame
speed on the rotational speed. The curve of flame speed against rota+
tional speed is given in ~igure 6. The speed of tbe mixture on intake,
and therefore the speed of the gas in the chamber, increases in propor-
tiont:tothe rotational speed. .Hence$ in figure 6 on the axis of ab-
scissas instead of the rotational speed there mp,ybe laid off a magnitude
proportional to the speed of the gas or under the assumptions made to th?
speed of the fluctuations. The shape of the curve corresponds strongly
to the theoretical relation obtained (fig. 4). Ur@ortunately, for’small
rotational speeds the experimental curve is extrapolated (dotted).
Bouchard, F. Taylor, amd E. Taylor drew this part of the curve on the
basis of-measurement of the time-of combustion of 95 percent of the
charge. The tests of these authors confirm (though indirectly with
account taken of the assumptions made) the conclusions as to the effect
of the speed of the flame propagation. An accurate check of the theory
requires, of course,
speed of combustion,

I

speci,altests
K&man number

with parallel measurement of the
and flow speed.
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& With strongturbulenceas the scaleof the turbulencein-
creases to a value comparable with the width of front of normal com-
bustion,the rate of the combustionreactionbeginsto dependon the
mixing.

2. For turbulence the scale of which exceeds the width of the
front of normal combustion (Z >A), the speed of the flame pro:~~tion
increases hyperbolically with the speed of the ~luctuations.
large fluctuation speeds (vf> UN) the dependence may be considered

linear, smd for small values (v? < UN) the effect of the turbulence

is of second-order smallness.

3. The data presented in the literature OIAthe measurement of
the flame speeds of various fuels in the engine and the measurement of
the dependence of the flame speed on the rotational speed confirm the
theoretical conclusions, if it is assumed that the increase in the com-
bustion rate in the engine is determined by the turbulence.

Translation by S. Reiss,
National Advisory Comuittee
for Aeronautics.
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